Model: OWM3000 UST/USTI
Ultra Short Throw Wall Mount

Part Number: OWM3000

Supported UST & USTi Models:

- W319UST W319USTiR
- W320UST W320USTi
- EH319UST EH319USTi
- EH320UST EH320USTi
- ZH400UST

- It will replace our current wall mount (OWM2100) for the above models
Ultra Short Throw Wall Mount

Mount specs:

• Net Weight - 11lb
• Load capacity - 33lb
• Adjustable range - 12.8” – 29”
• Dimensions – (W x H x L) 17.5” x 8.5” x 32”

• It will replace our current wall mount (OWM2100) for UST/USTi models

OWM3000
Main functions: OWM3000
Ultra Short Throw Wall Mount

• Arm mount length is fixed

Current Mount OWM2100

• Arm mount length can be adjusted

New Mount OWM3000
This sample is NOT to SCALE. DO NOT PRINT AND OR ATTEMPT TO USE TO MOUNT OWM3000.
Key features over our existing mount:

• Light weight at only 11 lbs vs current mount at 16.5 lbs
• Scale plate on one side to see the distance from wall to the mounting plate
• Our current mount structure is 27.7” long, OWM3000 length will be as short as 13”
• Adjustable angle - +5° tilt, left/right, front/rear, and lateral rotation adjustment
• All adjustments are done using 3 knobs that are labeled according to each function
• A more professional and clean look

OWM3000
Thanks for your attention!